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Abstract—The current authentication systems in smartphones are classified as static or one shot authentication schemes in which the user is validated at a single point. The existing authentication systems cannot recognize the difference between an intruder and a legitimate user if the security credentials like passwords have been leaked. This issue is addressed in continuous authentication schemes where the system constantly monitors the user by different procedures to detect the user as genuine or intruder. Continuous authentications schemes can be deployed using different methods such as behavioral, gestural and facial, etc. In this paper, we critically analyze the different continuous authentication schemes. We evaluate the robustness and failure free operation of each approach. We aim to provide a precise knowledge about different continuous authentications schemes which help the user to determine the appropriateness of the underlying model adopted by each approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of mobile and smart phones has made human life more easy and serviceable. The reason is its affordability and ability in managing their personal information like contacts, emails, images, etc. and private information such as bank accounts, passwords, etc. The day to day advancement in information technology now focuses on mobile devices as compared to PC’s. Government and non-government organizations allow their employees to stay connected with their networks and work remotely using mobile applications. However, along with such convenience, mobile phones are easy to get lost or stolen. According to a survey, on a national scale 30-40% looting is associated with smart phones and tablets [1]. This unlawful act gives two assumptions: 1) The device itself is valuable; 2) The information in device is valuable to the robber. With the increasing capabilities of storing sensitive data on mobile phones, information leaking is the main concern to the whole information society. Recent studies [12] have demonstrated that leakage of sensitive information from smart phones can cause severe damage to the users.

Well-known methods for authenticating a user on cell phone are: password, pattern or facial recognition and fingerprint etc. These methods are called one shot authentications or static authentication [2]. In such methods, a user must pass a single point of entry to access the smart phone as shown in Fig. 1.

As mobile phones are more exposed to the risk of being lost or stolen thus protecting the sensitive data within the smart phones is the prime objective which is not possible with traditional methods as one shot authentication methods are more exposed to steal or loss. Passwords are easy to predict as most people use easy passwords to memorize. In a study of 6,000,000 passwords, 91% passwords were related to a group of 1,000 code words [3]. Similarly, 8.5% of users choose 123456 or password as their password.

Furthermore, in iPhone 4-digit the most commonly used three pass codes are 1234, 0000 and 2580 [4]. In addition, screen taps can easily be detected using accelerometer and gyroscope readings to derive the passwords on touch screens [4]. Finger spoofing [5] in case of fingerprints, picture to cheat the front camera in case of facial recognition and Smudge [6] attack can also break entry points in authentication schemes. The topmost shortcoming of such schemes is that once the smart phone is authenticated it cannot verify the user as legitimate user or attacker and the mobile is exposed to access all information stored in it. An example of such situations is mobile sharing [7] where a person gives his/her phone to a guest user to make a call, take a picture or access an application, in this manner the personal data of the smart phone owner can be breached. In the same way parents allow their children to play a game or for entertainment purposes and the children mistakenly delete their emails or make an online transaction. In such situations, the smart phone owner...
does not want the leaser to violate the limits. However, the smart phones cannot verify the user as the owner or leaser. To sum up, traditional authentication methods cannot validate the user as owner or attacker if password is compromised. Security to access applications can be easily provided in smart phones; in addition, these situations can also be avoided by virtualization [29].

However, such scenario can make the smart phones user unfriendly. Imagine a circumstance where a user is asked to verify itself every time it access messages or emails. Authentication to access every application consumes more power and annoys the user. A survey [8] determined that password limitations are more annoying to user as compared to network loss, small screen low voice quality, etc. suggesting that implicit validation with barely user participation is a needed characteristic in smart phones.

In preference to static or one shot authentication methods, continuous authentication [9] uninterruptedly monitor users after successful login to the device using behavioral authentication. Behavioral authentication includes touch gestures, keystrokes, gait or any combination of those [10]. In touch gestures the user’s involvement with the device reveals the user finger pressure, movement, trajectory of moment, etc. Mostly, a smart phone possesses touch sensor as “800 million mobiles were expected to be touch enabled by 2014” [11]. The data is stored in touch sensor and after successful login if any different activity is recorded than the normal behavior the smart phone should ask to user to verify itself. Accelerometers sensor [7] can record user’s activities that can also be helpful to provide continuous authentication.

Continuous authentication in smart phones provide an additional defensive mechanism with no user friendliness but advantages such as: 1) Providing additional security; 2) the multifunctional sensor in the mobile devices can detect such activates. Whenever the system senses a different user it must recall the conventional authentication system asking the user to validate itself. The fact that mobile is personal computing device cannot be ignored. Thus, security is of main concern in smart phones. Continuous and implicit authentication schemes should be adopted in smart phones authentication as it complements one shot authentication with continuous monitoring of smart phone without interrupting the user. Our contribution to the research involves a survey to find out the best methods for continuous authentication in smart phones to optimized accuracy, power efficiency and user-friendliness.

The comparison is based on the following attributes:

**Universality:** All peoples must have the attribute.

**Commonness:** Should not be common even must be unique in every individual.

**Suitability:** It must suit people and should be accepted easily.

**Measurability:** It must be easy to measure.

**Performance:** It must possess high accuracy level and should be fast enough.

**Constancy:** It must be constant enough and not to be change with passage of time.

**Circumvention:** It must avoid the illegal or unlawful access.

---

**Fig. 1.** Static or one shot authentication.

---

**Fig. 2.** Overview of continuous and static authentication.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

In this paper, we investigate the continuous authentication techniques for smartphones and evaluate the performance on different parameters. The remainder of the paper is organized as: Section II contains critical analysis of different continuous authentication schemes. Section III provides the performance comparison in graphical and tabular form. We discuss the open issues in Section IV and the paper is concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review continuous authentication techniques using numerous aspects, presented by several authors for continuous authentication. Fig. 1 and 2 shows a brief overview static/one shot and continuous authentication.

A. Behavioral

Gait is defined as the movement of animal limbs however, the walking pattern of human beings on a solid surface is also considered as gait [13]. Gait is a behavioral biometric technique that is not distinct and changes with passage of time. Due to these limitations, it provides a low accuracy rate and can be implemented only where low level of security is required [14]. In gait based biometric the body features such as height, distance between pelvis, feet and head and distance between feet are measured during walk. Gait is a distant biometric technique in which a camera from a distance captures the walking style of an individual. These captured images and videos are then used to extract the gait features to be used for recognition of an individual. As videos processing is involved in feature’s extraction [15], [16]. This technique is considered heavy and costly. N. Kunnathu [17] proposed that every person has a distinctive way of using the phone in a phone call. The minute differences in the viewpoint of the small activities made during the phone call can be relatively different among two persons. The Accelerometer provides a useful method of calculating the phone activities and the change in orientation of the phone. The experiment was performed on seven members who ended five test phone calls each enduring for a slight above 5 seconds showing excellent results. W. Shi et al. proposed SenGuard [8] that collects data from the multiple available sensors in the smart phones. First prototype of SenGuard was built up using Voice, multi-touch, Locomotion and Location. SenGuard is considered as a crucial component of complete user authentication in smart phones. Users can also be recognized by recording the gestures and then checking the user pattern with the saved gestures on runtime [18].

B. Using Gestures

N. Zheng et al. [19] proposed that data from acceleration, time, size and pressure retrieved from sensors of smart phone, can form a non-interfering user verification procedure to verify if a validating user is the real possessor or an intruder who is familiar with the security code. Using a sample data of 80 users, several experiments were performed to authenticate efficiency of the offered system. The trial results demonstrated that the verification system attained a high precision around EER of down to 3.65%.

C. Bo et al. [20] proposed SilentSense, a framework that validate the existing user is genuine owner or not using behavioral biometrics. Behavioral biometrics includes walking patterns. Silent sense verifies the user using a model and novel method without interrupting the user with great sureness. FAR and FRR can be as short as less than 1% with 10 actions. Silent sense mix movement based biometrics for each user with earlier touch-based biometrics. The extensive assessments of silent sense on android phones can achieve an accuracy of 99%. T. Feng et al. proposed TIPS [21] which validates users by constantly examining touch screen gestures in the perspective of an application executing in background. TIPS evaluate data composed from 23 phone holders in a real-life environment and installed thirteen of them with hundred guest users. TIPS can reach above 90% accuracy in real-life natural environments. A. Jain et al. [22] proposed an approach by developing an application that collects data from smart phones’ sensors, while user is interacting with the phone. To check the performance of this approach, the application was installed on two different devices and checked with user gestures of (Data Set I and Data Set II) 104 and 30 users respectively. The experimental result showed 0.31% FRR on Data Set I. Data Set II also showed a similar trend to Data Set.

A. Kumar R. C et al. proposed Statistical methods [23] for continuous authentication using Touch gestures can archives Continuous authentication. TGSi continuously validates the user by verifying touch traces made on screen. TGSi was tested on data set collected from daily use of smart phones. The experimental results have demonstrated that TGSi can enhance the mobile security to a greater level. Their research work also presented how to convert touch gesture to statistical image and its verification for authorization. J. Shing et al. [24] proposed that every user has a different manner of using touch screen, i.e., the explicit location pressed on the screen, the pressure applied and the movement of fingers on screen while rolling up and down can be unique. Furthermore, the quickness of the Gesture Segment (GS) is distinct to extract a meaningful velocity segment. Using and SVM algorithm with behavioral biometrics experimental results get an accuracy of 98.58%.

H.M. Reis [25] developed Interactive Geometry software for gestures to form geometric objects in GI application for smart phones. Numerous gestures were suggested and calculated by mathematicians. For implementing the proposed software GeoTouch, a team of five experts conducted the tests. The results showed that gestures decrease both the amount of errors and their harshness. C. Shing et al. [12] presented an approach based on four common types of touch operations. Using distance measurement technique and multiple decision procedure the efficiency of this approach was validated in physical life application scenarios. Experimental results proved that this approach is competitive and promising with a FAR of 4.68% and FRR 1.17 in few cases. M. Trojahn et al. [27] mixture of a handwriting and keystroke based authentication method has many benefits. Joint with knowledge factor and two-factor verification with no need of extra hardware the system has a FRR of 19 % and FAR of 21%. T. Feng et al. [28] proposed FAST, “Finger Gesture authentication system with touch screen”. FAST
complements continuous authentication by extracting touch data from touch screens smart phones of 40 users and achieves FAR 4.68% and FRR of 0.13% indicating FAST provides reliable post login security without interrupting User.

C. Face

Face recognition is an important biometric technique currently used for continuous authentication in smart phones [44]. For facial recognition first a face is scanned to extract its features which are then compared to the stored features patterns in the database. If matched, the individual is identified, else rejected. The database contains the features patterns of the user’s facial image.

For face recognition, the system first recognizes the position and boundary of face, height and width of eyes, nose distances between eyes and nose and some other objects and area of face in the image, then the characteristics are extracted and matched with the stored patterns for identification. Front image and profile image are the two kinds of images that are used for the extraction of features. Most of the concentration is on front image because it contains more information which helps in accurate face recognition. Several differences and uniqueness exists between people’s face, that’s why they can’t be categorized generally. The algorithm used for face recognition is grouped in to two approaches. First one is the geometric approach that searches for unique or dissimilar features, positions and shapes of the facial objects just like nose, eyebrows, eyes, chin, lips distance between them and other correlations among them. The second approach is photometric that distills an image into its values and compares the image to its value and removes variations [30]. Face recognition system can be fooled by different types of attacks such as by showing valid user’s image, video or 3d facial replica [31]. Recently a huge number of bogus faces attacks have been observed frequently. These kinds of attacks generally involve video attacks, cut photo attack and warped photo attack. In video attack a high-resolution video is used to make the system feel it’s a valid live user and the system is made fooled. In warped attack, copper papers are used for high resolution print of image and the attacker in a cautious and calculated manner wraps a whole photo to simulate facial motion [32]. Cut photo attacks are carried out in the same fashion as warped attacks but the section of the eye is cut to show blink behavior. However, continuous authentication using face has given tremendous results and can be applied as a background process to check the identity of the person using the smart phone without interruption.

D. Iris

Studies have revealed the possibility of using iris information for smart phones authentication. Continuous authentication using Iris recognition pipeline containing segmentation is implemented on smart phones. Each individual eye is considered for iris based recognition as each individual person has two unique patterns [42].

Iris as a biometric technique was first suggested in 1987 for authentication [33]. In 1993, J. Daughman successfully implemented iris as a biometric technique in authenticating for the first time [34]. Iris is a small, trim and rounded object and present as an internal part of the eye bordered by pupil and sclera which controls volume and diameter of pupil and flow of light to retina. In the initial two years of life, some changes occur to iris but after two years it becomes constant. Because of its uniqueness in every human being Iris was proposed for authentication. Iris of all people are different from one another, even iris of twins are different just like the finger prints [30], [35]. Iris based recognition systems are considered very secure because its algorithm is strong and it first checks the internal and external limits of iris in the eye image. Thus, it is easy for the system to distinguish the fake or non-natural iris from the original and natural iris. In addition, it is complex to modify the texture of iris. For iris based recognition system a watchful balance of light, focus, contrast and resolution is needed [36], [37]. Factors that affect the performance of iris based identification system are change in resolution, angle of rotation of eye, light, contrast and image focusing. Biometric techniques have been implemented using Iris recognition method. However, currently continuous authentication scheme in smart phones using Iris is not available.

E. Multimodal

Uni-modal biometric systems are those which use only one step or character for identification. However, every biometric technique has some boundaries. Some of them are universally unique where as some are exposed to attacks. None of these techniques can be completely trusted as environmental factors have a deep impact on them. Therefore, a more reliable identification, multimodal biometric was introduced to overcome these boundaries [38]. In multimodal biometric system two or more biometric techniques are combined to form a strong authentication system [39]. Multimodal are more secure as it is much difficult for an attacker to attacks with more than two fake features. It is difficult to make fool a system having multiple techniques of identification. Various features from physical or behavioral or from both are combined to make a multimodal identification system [39]. Face and voice [40], face and finger prints and so many others. In [41] Cormorant is a multimodal authentication framework using voice and face. CORMORANT is multi-modal, risk-aware cross device verification framework that allows transparent non-interfering authentication for smart phones. [42] presented a multimodal authentication technique using Face periocular, Iris and Characteristics with an EER of 0.68% confirming the strong performance of their offered system. Due to the combination of different techniques into one system makes multimodal a complex system [43].

III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, different continuous authentication techniques are compared in tabular and graphical form. We compare the performances against application area, acceptance rates and accuracy level, etc.

A. Application Area

Table 1 shows the continuous authentication techniques and their application area.
TABLE I. APPLICATION AREA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biometric</th>
<th>Application Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Sensor for detection: Usage pattern in call, voice, motion, locomotion, multi-touch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestures</td>
<td>In the form of background application constantly checking the touch strokes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>In the form of application checking randomly or after fixed intervals by scanning user through front camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>Application proposed in static however no experiments conducted for continuous authentication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal</td>
<td>Multiple models proposed, However no experimental results in continuous authentication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. FAR and FRR

Table 2 shows the false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) against each continuous authentication technique (best case only and N/A for not available).

TABLE II. FAR & FRR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biometric Technique</th>
<th>FAR</th>
<th>FRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral [17]</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Gestures [20]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face [44]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Accuracy Level

Table 3 represents the highest accuracy achieved against each technique. The best case in every technique has been taken and referred. N/A is used for techniques that don’t have experimental results in continuous authentication.

TABLE III. ACCURACY LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuous Authentication Technique</th>
<th>Highest Accuracy Level achieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral [17]</td>
<td>&gt;90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Gestures [20]</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face [44]</td>
<td>&gt;74.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Fig. 3 shows the graph created on data available in Table 3. The x-axis presents the technique whereas the y-axis shows the percentage.

E. Table 4 shows the Accuracy level achieved by using gestures along with their FAR and FRR against each reference.

F. Fig. 4 shows the accuracy graph plotted on data from Table 4. X-axis represents the reference whereas; Y-axis represents accuracy achieved in percentage.

G. Performance Comparison

Table 5 represents the overall comparison of the continuous authentication schemes developed or under research depending of the key factors included in the table. H, M and L represent high, median and low, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION AND OPEN ISSUES

In this paper, we investigated different continuous authentication techniques for smart phones that are in practice or are under research. We critically analyzed the features, recognition techniques, application areas, and the accuracy levels etc. Based on universality, commonness, constancy, permanence, measurability and acceptability, the continuous authentication using gestures can result in a very secure and user friendly authentication system. However, along with such convenience it may not please the real owner as well. Example of such cases can be in touch gestures where the smart phone of a real user is trained on the gestures of its right hand. In case of any injury to its right hand, the smart phone cannot
justifying the gestures from the left hand of the real user and may result in identifying the legitimate user as intruder. Similarly, in behavioral biometric techniques like activity recognition, if a user changes its daily activities because of its change in job, jogging or exercises will also affect the real user. In addition to gestures and gait recognition, to continuously authenticate a user, the facial recognition has a direct impact on user hair style and shaving or face covering cloths or hat, etc.

### TABLE V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Universality</th>
<th>Uniqueness</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
<th>Measurability</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Acceptability</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[13][15][16]</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>High universality</td>
<td>Low measurability, need a large database to store video, spoiled easily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8][17]</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>High uniqueness</td>
<td>Computational cost and battery Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20][24]</td>
<td>Using Gestures</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>High uniqueness</td>
<td>Low acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12][21][22][27][28]</td>
<td>Using Gestures</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>High acceptability</td>
<td>Low measurability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19][23][25]</td>
<td>Face</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>High acceptability</td>
<td>Low measurability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31][32]</td>
<td>Face</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>High acceptability</td>
<td>Low measurability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33][34][36][37]</td>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Low error and reliable</td>
<td>Low acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42][35]</td>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>High performance</td>
<td>Measurability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34][38][39][43]</td>
<td>Multimodal</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>High performance</td>
<td>Measurability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40][41]</td>
<td>Multimodal</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>High performance</td>
<td>Measurability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. CONCLUSION

A robust and reliable authentication technique is required for authentication in smart phones. Static authentication system with Password, Pin, Facial and patterns failed to provide high security and has no mechanism of identifying the real owner or intruder. Using continuous authentication techniques such as Gestures, behavioral etc. the difference between the real owner and intruder can be easily identified as every person has a unique way of using smart phones. However smart phones are still at risk if the intruder has the password or pin to unlock the smart phone. To secure the smart phone a security system is needed that dynamically selects a new password every time it records an activity that is not from the real user. Our future work involves building a dynamic security system for the smart phones to create a password every time the system detects an intruder. Such system along with continuous authentication can guarantee that even if password is compromised no one can unlock the smart phone but the real owner.
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